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Touch Location on a Conformable Monoport Distributed
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Abstract: A compact acquisition system developed for a flexible large area monoport tactile surface is presented in this paper. This
sensor requires a single port connection and avoids complicated matrix acquisition system and multiplexing. The tactile surface is
based on a coplanar transmission line printed on a large area flexible substrate. Touching the waveguide generates a reflected signal. A
harmonic analysis of this reflected signal at the line input port allows locating the touch event. A compact and low complexity
acquisition system has been developed in order to demonstrate the principle and evaluate the feasibility of its integration on the sensor.
Theoretical background, design and measurements on the overall sensor are exposed. The acquisition circuit imperfections have been
demonstrated experimentally and correction methods have been proposed and implemented. Results are presented, and to assess the
precision of the compact acquisition system, they are compared to reference measurements made with a Vector Network Analyzer.
Key words: Coplanar waveguide, flexible touch sensor, touch location, phase detector, Wheatstone bridge, reflectometery, harmonic
analysis.

1. Introduction
A tactile sensor detects events related to a variation
of local physical quantities (pressure, dielectric
constant, electrostatic perturbation…) and locates these
events on a surface [1]. Nowadays, sensitive surfaces
are widely used for the development of new innovative
usages, notably, making touch and gesture sensing,
related to inanimate objects, and also, human body and
liquids [2].
A good understanding of physical interaction
between humans or objects and electronics world is
required and large research fields remain to be
explored.
To date, various technologies have been developed
using diverse approaches. Resistive touch sensor,
exploits pressure to complete separated electronic
circuits; optical ones are made by a network of
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photo-detectors sensitive to the daylight intensity [3];
ultrasonic sensors use piezo-electric actuators for
interfacing with electronics, acoustic wave is injected
and when a touch occurs a part of this signal is
absorbed [4, 5]. Among those techniques, capacitive
sensing [6-8] remains the most popular. It is based on a
very straightforward coupling between electrostatics
and electronics, with very simple and low-cost
transducers: electrode arrays directly made on thin
films. Skin contact, or its presence in the vicinity of
metal planes induces a change in the inter electrode
capacitance their capacitance. Overall sensor is
generally made of a matrix of electrodes. They are
addressed through an array of X-Y interconnection
lines. The location process is made by indexing each
event to its associated connection lines.
Increasing the size of the tactile surface, to potentially
several square meters, makes this matrix-based location
method more complex and expensive because of high
interconnection and multiplexing complexity. The
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concept pressented here offfers the advaantage of a siingle
port connecttion, whateverr the size of thhe device [9]. The
sensing deviice is based on
o a transmisssion line. A toouch
event causess a change in local characteeristic impedaance
of the waveeguide, geneerating a refl
flection of siignal
towards the input
i
port.
The location principle, based on haarmonic analyysis,
using VNA (Vector Netw
work Analyzzer) measurem
ment
at the input port
p has beenn presented prreviously [9]. The
objective of this workk is put on the study and
demonstratioon of makinng the same detection and
location funnction, with a compact, low
l
cost, on-pad
integrated soolution.
In the folllowing, sensoor principles and structuree are
first presentted. The seccond part is focused on the
acquisition system and describes deesign, calibraation
and experim
ments made onn the two bloccks of this sysstem.
Final sectionn is dedicateed to the com
mparison betw
ween
fully integraated system results and reference VNA
V
measuremennts.

2. Sensor Principles
P
and Structure
2.1 Harmonic Detection and Locationn Method
C
The toucch-sensing suurface is baased on a CPW
(coplanar waveguide)
w
m
made
on a flexible
f
substtrate
(Fig. 1).
A transm
mission linee is characcterized by its
characteristiic impedancce (Zc). A good siignal
transmissionn is insured when
w
the line is well adapteed.
Touching the CPW induces a change in local
l
impedance so
s that a porrtion of the incident
i
signaal is
backscattereed towards thhe input porrt. This signaal is
named refleccted wave.
The tradiitional methood used to locate an event
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(im
mpedance channge, or defectt) on a waveg
guide is TDR
R
(Tim
me Domain Reflectomeetry), which consists inn
meaasuring the tiime-delay bettween input and
a reflectedd
pulsse [10]. The main
m drawbacck of this tech
hnique is that,,
wheen used on sm
mall distancees, it requiress a very highh
ban
ndwidth (GHzz) in order too be compatib
ble with veryy
smaall delay timees.
We
W developeed a method called HDL
L (Harmonicc
Dettection and Location) w
working at reelatively low
w
freq
quency and sm
mall bandwiddth in comparrison to TDR..
Thiis technique allows detecction and loccation in thee
rang
ge of 10-300 MHz. H
HDL is baased on thee
meaasurement off the input reeflection coeffficient phasee
and
d subsequent extraction
e
of event positio
on.
A model of thhe line with a llength l, and a touch eventt
occurring at position d can bee modeled ass described inn
Fig. 2a, Zc reprresenting the characteristiic impedancee
and
d Zl the impeddance of the object at the origin of thee
eveent. The seconnd part of thee line, which is
i matched att
its end,
e
can be simplified
s
ass a load impeedance Zc, ass
shown in Fig. 2b. From thhe input portt, the wholee
systtem can thuss be represennted as a line of length d,,
load
ded by an impedance Zp correspon
nding to thee
equ
uivalent load impedance.
i

Fig.. 1 Photograp
ph of the flexib
ble touchpad.

(a)
Fig. 2 Modeel of a waveguiide with an eveent occurring at
a position d.

(b)
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Considering a lossless transmission line, the input
reflection coefficient can be written as:

in  d e

j

Z p  Zc

(2)

Z p  Zc

and
  2  d  2

2d



 2

2d
f
V

(3)

where β is the propagation coefficient, λ and f are
respectively the wavelength and frequency of the input
wave, and Vφ is the phase velocity of the line. When
varying the input wave frequency, λ is modified but the
delay between input and reflected wave remains
constant. A plot of the phase versus frequency exhibits
a periodicity f0, defined as the fundamental frequency
for which the phase φ is null (Fig. 3).
f0 can be expressed as:
f0 

  2 2 .2d



f f f
V

(1)

with
d 

between ∆f and the slope of φ(f). We can write:

V

(4)

2d

For each multiple frequency fn (fn = nf0), the phase 
is zero. Thus, the difference ∆f between two
frequencies fn and fn+1 is also equal to f0. So that,
extracting ∆f in a frequency range allows extracting,
the event position, since Vφ is a constant only
depending on the waveguide parameters.
We can see in Fig. 3 that there is a clear correlation

Hence, knowing V, the distance d can be
determined from the following Eq. (6):
 V
(6)
d
f 4
As a result, theoretically, only two measurements of
φ at two frequency points are necessary. Thus, the
acquisition system can operate with a very narrow
bandwidth and does not require high speed acquisition
electronics. HDL method requires hardware capable of
extracting input reflection coefficient at input port and
measuring its phase. The global sensor structure is
described in the following part.
2.2 Sensor Structure
2.2.1 Overview
The structure of the complete sensor is presented in
Fig. 4. It is composed of:
 A touchpad (touch-sensing surface): a 50
characteristic impedance CPW printed on a flexible
substrate.
 An acquisition system: consists of two blocks, the
first one performs the separation between incident and
reflected waves and the second the extraction of phase
φ.

φ(°)

f0
Fig. 3 Phase as a function of frequency.

(5)

2f0
Frequency (MHz)
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matic of the entire sensor.
Fig. 4 Schem

Fig. 5 Field lines in for a CPW
C
line.

 A calcuulator: implem
ments HDL algorithm.
a
Each blocck is detailed hereafter.
2.2.2 Touuchpad
The touchpad is a 50
5 Ω CPW line made with
w
aluminum conductors
c
onn a 50 μm thick PET (P
Poly
Ethylene Teerephtalate) substrate. Thhe waveguidde is
designed folllowing three criteria:
 50 Ω chharacteristic impedance.
i
 Sensitivvity of the touchpad: Unlike
U
microstrip
waveguides,, where fieldd lines are confined in the
substrate, CP
PW exhibit field
fi lines outside the substtrate
which makee it more sensitive to the environm
ment
(Fig. 5).
 Horizonntal design: Total
T
width of
o the wavegguide
has to be low
wer than the average
a
widthh of a finger, and
the coveragee of the surfacce has to be optimized.
o
The fabriccated touchpaad, shown inn Fig. 1, has a 20
cm × 20 cm lateral and a 1.7 m long CPW
C
with 1000 µm
gap betweenn central condductor lateral ground lines.
2.2.3 Deteection Bridgee
Fig. 6 reprresents a Wheeatstone bridgge where threee 50
 resistancees (Zc) are ussed and the foourth, ZD is made
m
of the touchppad itself.

In
n “no event” configurationn, the touchpaad is matchedd
and
d its input im
mpedance is eequal to Zc, the bridge iss
balaanced and thhe differentiall voltage VAB
o
A is equal to
zero
o. Touching the pad caauses a variation of thee
toucchpad impedance and creaates a differen
ntial voltage,,
it iss shown in thhe following that Гin can be extractedd
from
m VAB.
(7))
and
d
(8))
According
A
to Millman algoorithm:

VAB

Fig.. 6 Wheatston
ne bridge circu
uit.
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(9)
and
(10)
Replacing VA and VB by their expression in Eq. (8),
we get:
= Γ

Γ (11)

In our case, the node D is connected to the ground, so,
we can use the equality:
(12)
Moreover, the input reflection coefficient of the
touchpad is expressed as:
Γ

(13)

So that, reflection coefficient can be expressed as
follows:
(14)

Γ

where VB is the incident wave and VAB is the reflected
one.
For a best bridge operation, it has to be in a good
balance. So, before its realization, a circuit modeling
with ADS software has been performed to guarantee a
minimum error. S-parameters characterization and
simulations have proven a good correspondence
between VNA results and simulated bridge ones.
2.2.4 Phase Detection
(a) Principle
The function of the phase detector is to provide a
precise value of the reflection coefficient phase φ.
Phase detection can be performed using a
multiplication operation between the two analyzed
waves:
. cos
1. 2. cos
.

cos 2

cos

(15)

In Eq. (15) the phase shift ∆φ = (φ1- φ2) appears. It
can be extracted as following:
Δ

(16)

(b) Integrated phase detector
The two output voltages VA and VB from the
Wheatstone bridge are connected to an integrated
phase detector (Analog Devices AD8302) [11]. This
circuit delivers two DC output voltages VPHS and
VMAG that are related respectively to the phase shift φ
and the magnitude ratio  of the two input voltages. φ is
expressed by Ref. [11]:
.
(17)
where D and E are parameters given in Ref. [11].
2.2.5 Location Algorithm
The location algorithm is implemented in the
calculator (Fig. 4). It allows extracting phase φ, then,
the slope φ(f) is exploited to deduct the position d, from
Eq. (6).

3. Experiments
3.1 Reference Measurements (VNA Method)
The first experimental tests are performed with a
VNA to validate the HDL method, and to serve as a
reference. A one meter long cable is added to the
experimental setup, between the touchpad and the
VNA, in order to have a minimum delay between input
and reflected wave and thus obtain reasonable values of
∆f. The total propagation time including the cable and
CPW on touchpad is:
Δ

(18)

From this value, the time delay associated to the
cable is subtracted to get the propagation time in the
line (td), then, the event position is calculated using:
.
(19)
The precision of location is evaluated by
measurement of the linearity of the event position d as
a function of td. This curve is obtained by extracting d
from the slope of φ(f) at different event locations (an
event is in this case a touch of the line a distance d).
Results are shown in Fig. 7.
Results have assessed the relevance of HDL method
by obtaining an excellent linearity of this curve.
Least square method is used to extract the individual
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Fig. 8 Photography of the realized Wheatstone bridge.
Fig. 7 Position d as a function of the propagation time
using a VNA.

errors from the local deviation between the line fit and
the local measurement.
A location error histogram is represented for
different touch positions (Fig. 12). The maximum error
is 1.8 cm corresponding to a percentage of 1.06% over
the 170 cm waveguide length.

Fig. 9 Wheatstone bridge measurement setup.

3.2 Integrated Measurements Performance Evaluation
3.2.1 First Acquisition Block: Wheatstone Bridge
(a) Measurements
A second measurement has been performed using
the HDL method with the realized Wheatstone bridge
(Fig. 8), and an oscilloscope connected to A and B
outputs. The measurement setup is represented by
Fig. 9.
Γ in is then calculated (Eq. (14)) and its phase is
plotted as a function of frequency. Next, we determine
the propagation time (Eq. (18)) and represent d as a
function of td as shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 shows deterioration in the linearity of the
curve that was perfect in the case of reference
measurements done with the VNA (Fig. 7). Moreover,
maximum error increases reaching a maximum of 5 cm
(Fig. 12). This is due to the insertion of the bridge.
In order to reduce this effective error, a calibration
method has been developed and is presented in the
following.
(b) Implementation of bridge calibration
The insertion of Wheatstone bridge introduces some

Fig. 10 Position d as a function of the propagation time
using a non calibrated bridge.

defects due to mismatches in the connection lengths
and slight variations of its resistors. It is proven
experimentally that these imperfections of the circuitry
result in additional measurement errors (Figs. 10 and
12).
A new calculation of the reflection coefficient is
made according to the following formula:
Γ

(20)
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where A, B and C are calibration parameters. They are
determined with a SOLT (Short Open Load Thru)
calibration procedure, with known elements.
Using the calibration procedure Eq. (20), new
measurements have been performed. Results are shown
in Fig. 11 where d as a function of td is shown for the
calibrated bridge case.
We notice that on the curve (Fig. 11) linearity
improves when we calibrate the Wheatstone bridge, and,
the maximum error value decreases by 2 cm. It is now
equal to 3 cm, which represents 1.76% of the total
length.
(c) Bridge results summary
From three cases represented characteristic curves
(Figs. 7, 10 and 11), a location error histogram can be
elaborated for some of the tested touch positions. This
histogram allows evaluating different measurement
methods by comparing their location errors.
This errors histogram validates bridge calibration
method. It is clear, as shown in Fig. 12, that calibrating
the bridge reduces considerably locating errors. So that,
calibrated Wheatstone bridge, shows good
performances in comparison with VNA.
Now, for all tested positions, after extracting errors
from each characteristic curve, a frequency count
analysis has been performed for the three measurement
configurations (Fig. 13).
All the distributions are centered on zero. The
standard deviation is 0.84 cm for VNA measurements.
It increases up to 4.35 cm when the bridge is inserted.
Introducing the calibration method allows reducing this
error to 2.9 cm.

This standard deviation can be a criterion of
performance evaluation. Lower it is, more errors are
closer to zero.
In the following, we will work with the calibrated
Wheatstone bridge and replace the oscilloscope by a
phase detector to form the entire integrated acquisition
system.
3.2.2 Second Acquisition Block: Phase Detector
(a) Measurements
In this setup (Fig. 14), we replace the oscilloscope by
the AD8302 phase detector and two voltmeters. Our
acquisition system is, now, entirely tested
experimentally with its two blocks. The DC outputs of
the phase detector are exploited to determine the
phase value for each generated frequency (Eq. (17)),
and the phase as a function of input frequency is then
plotted.

Fig. 11 Position d as a function of the propagation time
using calibrated bridge.

6

error (cm)

5
4
not calibrated
bridge
calibrated
bridge
VNA

3
2
1
0

position (cm)

Fig. 12 Error histograms for calibrated and non-calibrated Wheatstone bridge compared to VNA.
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Fig. 13 Error histograms (frequency count/error in cm).

Fig. 14 Insertion of the phase detector in the measurement setup.

(b) Implementation of the phase detector calibration
Measurements are performed at different input
signal frequencies. The phase detector presents a
variation of D and E coefficient, leading to a distortion
of phase curves. This problem is solved by calibrating
the phase detector for each frequency value and
replacing theoretical Eq. (17) by real calibrated one as
follows:
.
(21)
where D and E are frequency dependent calibration
parameters.

(c) Results
The phase detector calibration improves notably the
phase curve linearity as shown in Fig. 15 and coincides
with the VNA reference phase. Fig. 16 presents the error
histograms for the non calibrated and calibrated phase
detector compared to VNA reference measurement.
Hence, for some positions, the error measurement is
decreased by 5 cm when calibrating the phase detector.
Thus, the maximum error compared the VNA reference
measurement is around 3 cm. This assesses the
feasibility of a fully integrated acquisition system.
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__ Non caliibrated phase deteector
__ Calibrateed phase detectorr
__ VNA

Error (cm)

Fig. 15 AD88302 and VNA phase curves comparison.
c
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Posiition (cm)

Fig. 16 Erroor histograms for
f calibrated and non calibrrated phase deetector comparred to VNA.

4. Discussiion and Fu
uture Work
k
This workk has clearly shown the reelevance of HDL
H
method, whhich assesses the possibility of a locaation
with a precission below 1..8 cm, this inndicates that large
l
area touch sensor, in the order of one to several sqquare
meters are feasible,
f
with a single portt detection, and
a a
very low cost substrate. The
T use of Wheatstone
W
brridge
detection degrades the precision, but
b considerrably
reduces the cost and sizee of acquisitiion circuit which
w
can be integrrated on the touchpad.
t
Wee have shownn that
implementinng a calibrattion proceduure can help the
compensatioon of error. A secondd block of the
acquisition system has been also vaalidated withh its

caliibration methhod which corrrects linearitty problem off
the curve of phaase. Future w
work is underrway to fullyy
com
mpensate errror using aan advanced
d calibrationn
metthod, allowinng compensaation of both
h acquisitionn
systtem and touchhpad defects.. This method
d will rely onn
a first measurem
ment of S parrameters for various
v
eventt
positions whichh will serve as a referen
nce database..
Corrrection matrices will thhus be deteermined andd
systtematically used
u
to correct the resultss. Additionall
worrk on hardwaare will includde the improv
vement of thee
caliibration methhod of the phaase detector to
t correct thee
edg
ges defects, moreover, the integrration of a
miccrocontroller into the acquuisition system
m is plannedd
in order
o
to ensurre a real time touch locatio
on.
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5. Conclusion

References

A new concept of compact acquisition system has
been developed for a large area monoport tactile
surface. The touchpad is a coplanar waveguide line
printed on a flexible substrate and connected to the
acquisition system at the unique input port. HDL
method has been validated with VNA and then
implemented in a compact system. A system composed
of two blocks, a Wheatstone bridge to separate
reflected and incident waves and a phase detector to
extract the phase shift between them is presented and
evaluated. The use of these components allows
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extraction

of

touch

position,

with no need of complex and expensive equipment
(VNA), at the price of a certain degradation of
precision. Applying a calibration method for each
block allows decreasing significantly the location
error.
Future work is underway to improve the second
block calibration and to allow compensation of the
entire sensor defects and reducing location errors.
Moreover, an integrated and compact version of the
acquisition system is investigated using a Voltage
Controlled Oscillator (VCO), the phase detector, and a
microcontroller
algorithm.
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